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Abstract
This study seeks to analyze the effect of manufacturing defects and inlet header design
on the effectiveness of heat exchangers. A commercial computational fluid dynamics
code, FLUENT 5.4, was used to numerically simulate individual and pairs of passages
as well as sections of an inlet header and heat-exchanger core. The one- and two-
passage models show that the four representative manufacturing defects do not have a
large impact on overall effectiveness, even when the defects are quite large relative to
the passage dimensions. The core and header sections showed that the basic header
contour and the angle of the incoming flow as well as the pressure drop through the
core have a significant impact on the flow distribution. Small variations in the header
dimensions and the core/header aspect ratio have little effect on the effectiveness.
Decreasing the angle the incoming flow turns through and increasing the pressure
drop through the core both create a more even flow distribution through the heat
exchanger, hence increasing its effectiveness.
Thesis Supervisor: David Gordon Wilson
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Emeritus
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Modern regenerators are used to transfer heat in a variety of applications. Regen-
erators are essential components in many industrial processes and power generation.
Rotary regenerators are used primarily in gas-turbine applications, both stationary
and mobile. Even with such an apparently narrow focus, much of the research pre-
sented here can be generalized for application to many types of regenerators and other
matrix based product like catalytic converters.
1.1 Regenerator Background
The idea of reusing the heat from combustion is an old one, essentially as old as human
control of fire. Modern regenerator application became widespread, however, with its
application to glass-making in 1856 by Friedrich Siemens. The idea of applying the
regenerator to the smelting of iron ore was facilitated by his brother Sir Charles
Siemens with the invention of the open-hearth furnace in 1861. Peirre and Emile
Martin first applied the technology in 1864 in France. The result was a quality of
steel superior to that of Bessemer Steel. Edward Cowper used the idea in 1860 to
patent a hot or Cowper stove that heats the air before going into a blast furnace [3].
Figures 1-1 and 1-2 show an early Cowper stove [40]. The hot gas enters through
the center chimney and then passes through the checkered refractory bricks to transfer
heat to them. When the bricks have been sufficiently heated, the exhaust valve is
17
Figure 1-1: An early Cowper Stove with refractory being heated by exhaust from a
blast furnace [21]
Figure 1-2: An early Cowper Stove providing heated air as a "blast" to a furnace [21]
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closed and the flow is reversed allowing cool air to enter the stove, extracting the heat
from the brick and sending it to the blast furnace to facilitate combustion. Cowper
Stoves and blast furnaces were made very large: by 1890 some were as large as 16
ft. in diameter and 75 ft. high capable of heating 20,000 cubic feet of air per minute
to 15000 Fahrenheit (815'C) [2]. Modern stoves can be as much as 10 m in diameter
and 40 m high capable of heating air to over 1200' Centigrade for over 40 minutes.
1.2 Rotary Regenerators
The first rotary regenerator was developed by Fredrik Ljungstrom in 1920. It was
used to recover the heat from gases in steam power plants to preheat air before
reaching the combustion chamber. This provided up to a 20% savings in fuel cost.
Today these pre-heaters are still widely used in power generation as well as a variety
of other situations where high-efficiency heat removal is required, from gas and steam
turbines to swimming-pool heating [19]. The largest rotary regenerators, sometimes
called heat wheels, can be up to 10 m in diameter. The first application of rotary
regenerators to gas turbines was at the National Gas Turbine Establishment in Britain
in the 1940s. Development was soon discontinued, however. Early rotary regenerators
were made from essentially corrugated stainless wound tightly in a circle between flat
sheets. By the 1960s ceramic materials were being used to produce matrix type
regenerators as in Figure 1-3.
In 1963 Chrysler tested 50 prototype cars with regenerative gas-turbine engines.
One of the major problems with the gas turbines was the high production cost.
Gas turbines at the time cost approximately $8 per horsepower where spark-ignition
engines could be produced for around $1.50. The high cost was primarily due to the
expensive alloys; the nickel-chromium-cobalt alloys used for the regenerator were a
significant part of this cost. Chrysler decided not to produce the cars after a three-
month test period where the cars were driven by selected members of the public
[48]. Regenerator development was continued by Corning Glass. A Corning ceramic
regenerator was used as part of the gas-turbine-powered car made by Rover and BRM
19
Figure 1-3: AGT-101 gas turbine
for the 1963 Le Mans road race. The car ran well in the race, finishing 7th and being
beaten by 6 Ferraris, but subsequent attempts to improve on this performance by
Rover-BRM were unsuccessful and gas-turbine development was soon discontinued
[32]. Other attempts have been made to develop an automotive gas turbine that is
competitive with conventional diesel and spark-ignition engines. The Garrett and
Ford Motor Co. developed a prototype engine, the AGT-101 shown in Figure 1-3 in
the 1970s.
Research was done on using ceramic components when possible to reduce pro-
duction cost and increase fuel economy. The Garrett/Ford AGT-101 had a ceramic
radial-inflow turbine rotor, regenerator and even some bolts [33]. Ford decided not
to continue research into gas-turbines after developing the AGT-101 because of the
expense and complications in large-scale production of the engines. Lycoming de-
veloped the AGT-1500 gas turbine engine, which is the only automotive turbine in
production, to be used in the MI Abrams tank. It is a three-shaft recuperated engine
and is shown in Figure 1-4. The stainless-steel recuperator had an effectiveness of
20
Figure 1-4: Lycoming AGT-1500 gas turbine
approximately 68% and also had a short life expectancy.
1.3 Current Regenerator Research
1.3.1 Materials
Current regenerator research is focused on improving the performance of ceramic re-
generators rather than improving on metallic ones. This is in part because of the
extreme temperatures that current gas turbines operate at. The turbine outlet gas
temperature can be as high as 10000 Celsius [21][11]. Other factors that are impor-
tant to regenerator performance are strength, chemical resistance, thermal expansion
and manufacturing cost. There are a select few materials that are currently being
investigated for possible use in regenerators [11][29][10][25]:
" aluminosilicates (AS)
" lithium aluminosilicates (LAS)
" magnesium aluminosilicates (MAS)
" aluminum titanates (AT)
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. zirconium phosphates (NZP)
Aluminosilicates (AS) are among the most widely used and well tested of these
materials. They have very low thermal expansion coefficients and thermal conductiv-
ity with moderate strength. The operation temperatures (10000 C) are marginal for
today's gas turbines. AS products require three firings plus machining for a relatively
high cost.
Lithium aluminosilicates (LAS) have been in use since the 1940s; the first ceramic
regenerators were LAS. They are commonly known under brand names like Corning
Ware and Visions. They have low thermal expansion coefficients and high tempera-
ture capability (12000 C), but still require two firings and machining. They are also
susceptible to chemical corruption from sulphur in exhaust and from road salts.
Magnesium aluminosilicates (MAS) also known as cordierite were developed in
the 1970's for automotive catalytic converters. Cordierite has a moderate thermal
expansion coefficient, moderate strength, low thermal conductivity and a high max-
imum use temperature (12000 C). There is anisotropy in the thermal expansion and
fatigue is also a concern because of the micro-cracks inherent in the crystal structure.
Aluminum titanate (AT) was also developed for automotive catalytic converters.
Operating temperatures are higher than necessary for regenerators but cycling effects
are a concern. The chemical reactivity of the titanium with iron is also of concern.
Zirconium phosphates (NZP)have not been studied as much as the other materials.
They most likely have the thermal expansion and operating temperature characteris-
tics that are necessary but are quite expensive ($100 per pound) and their chemical
durability under these conditions is not well established.
1.3.2 Header Design
There is also interest in improving regenerator efficiency by improving the flow distri-
bution into the regenerator. Improving header designs is vital to increasing the heat-
exchanger effectiveness of rotary regenerators. Header design can also be generalized
to apply in different circumstances such as stationary heat exchangers and automotive
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catalytic converters. It has been known for some time that the design of inlet head-
ers has a dramatic impact on the flow distribution through a heat exchanger[45] [20].
Inlet headers have still commonly been designed without significant regard to the
flow distribution they create in the heat exchanger or regenerator, especially in gas
turbines where the complexity of the design may require compromises that detract
from optimal header design. There has been research, however, attempting to quan-
tify the effects of flow distribution on heat-exchanger performance [8][38][50]. There
has also been some work on how to design inlet headers to achieve a more even flow
distribution in heat exchangers and catalytic converters [45][14][44]. However, none
of these has covered enough of a range in inlet-header designs and configurations to
be of satisfactory use to a designer.
1.3.3 Seal Design
Rotary regenerators have a further problem of seal wear. The rotating nature of these
regenerators means that there is constant slipping and friction between the seal and
the regenerator itself. Over a period of time this can lead to a a leakage of over
15% [13]. A recent patent obtained by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
has demonstrated a potential improvement in the area of seal leakage. The patent is
for a seal and regenerator system that discontinuously rotates. When the seal moves
with respect to the regenerator it pulls slightly away so as to reduce friction and then
rotates and forces itself against the matrix to create a tight seal again [46].
1.3.4 Thesis Research
The work presented in this thesis is to determine the effect of manufacturing tolerances
and header design on the effectiveness of rotary regenerators. FLUENT, a commercial
computational fluid-dynamics code (CFD) was used to perform numerical analysis of
many types of manufacturing inaccuracies, flow maldistributions and inlet-header
designs.
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Manufacturing Inaccuracies
Extruded ceramic matrices can develop variable passage sizes or shapes during the
curing process or even during extrusion. The non-uniformities studied here include
" different channel aspect ratios and size
" variation of channel width in the direction of fluid flow
" corner radii
Small variations in any of these areas can potentially be important because of the
demand for very high regenerator effectiveness in many smaller turbine applications
[48].
Inlet-Header Effects
The impact of different inlet-header configurations was also analyzed. Typically re-
generators do not have a straight-conical-diffuser-type inlet header. Geometrical con-
straints usually require tight bends and large area changes in the inlet pipe and header
over short distances that can result in an uneven distribution of flow through the re-
generator. The effect of the angle of incoming flow was studied as well as header
curvature to determine the effect on the flow distribution into the regenerator and
pressure drop through the inlet header. Typical velocities into regenerator passages
are 5-10 m/s with a pressure drop on the order of 3000 Pa. The velocities out of the
compressor can be from 100-200 m/s before entering the inlet header.
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Chapter 2
Mathematical Correlations
There are several aspects of the simulations that were analyzed and compared to theo-
retical predictions to ascertain the trustworthiness of the numerical results. Pressure
differences including streamline-curvature and entrance and exit effects are impor-
tant to the regenerator designer and were bench-marked whenever possible. The
heat transfer into passages is directly related to the regenerator effectiveness and was
also studied carefully. Finally the numerical modeling techniques are examined to
determine the most appropriate method of simulating the regenerators.
2.1 Pressure-Drop Calculations
2.1.1 Straight Passages
The pressure drop associated with flow through a heat-exchanger core can be ex-
pressed as [36]
AP -G2 V1 [(c+I_22 A vM -1_ 2_K)V2
S  [ c+ 2( )+2(1 2 K ) (2.1)P1 2gcP1 V1  Ac v1
where the terms inside the brackets account for entrance effects, flow acceleration,
core friction and exit effects respectively. The porosity, or ratio of free flow area
to total surface area of the entrance of the core is o- and the entrance and exit loss
coefficients K, and Ke have been established analytically for a few geometries and
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are presented in Appendix B [49]. The surface area of a given passage is A and Ac is
the cross-sectional area of that passage. Their ratio can be expressed as
A -L (2.2)
Ac rh
where rh is the hydraulic radius. G is the mass flow rate per unit area. Therefore the
coefficient on the right-hand side of equation 2.1 can be interpreted as
V2
G2 v 1 _ 2g, dynamic head (2.3)
2gePi -P static headP1
It is common to neglect entrance and exit effects because they normally constitute
only a few percent of the total-pressure drop. If only the passages are considered,
rather than including the up and downstream hardware, then all the terms in equation
2.1 are zero except the core-friction term. Equation 2.2 can then be substituted into
equation 2.1 and rearranged to obtain
AP = -fp V2 (2.4)
2 Dh
Using the definition of the Reynolds Number (Re)
Re = pVD (2.5)
and substituting into equation 2.4 yields
APpAD 
(
fRe = 2 (2.6)
mpL
where f is the Darcy friction factor for the conditions in the channel. Equation 2.6
is a convenient non-dimensional form for comparing the frictional effects for fully
developed flow in straight passages.
2.1.2 Streamline Curvature
Streamline-curvature effects on pressure distribution are important in situations where
non-uniform passages cause the flow field to bend at the entrance and exit. Many
of the simulations have a plenum chamber where the flow enters and then splits into
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different passages. It is in the entrance region that the streamline curvature produces
pressure gradients normal to the flow. Most research that has been published on
pressure drops in regenerators neglects entrance effects of this nature; however, it
was deemed important to be able to see how well FLUENT simulated this type of
situation.
The Euler equations for incompressible and inviscid flow are
O P V2(- + + pgz) = 0 (2.7)
as p 2
O pV2  (28
-(P + pgz) = (2.8)
On R
where the s-direction is along the streamline and the n-direction is normal to the
streamline in the radial direction. The flow velocities are small enough to assumer
incompressibility, see Appendix A. The gravitational potential energy change from one
position to another can be neglected when the change in height is very small compared
to the static pressure drop as the case is here. If the velocity is approximately constant
along a streamline, which is true if the pressure is approximately constant along the
streamline, equation 2.8 can be integrated
PR R
J p = P or (2.9)
P. Ro
giving
p RPR-POp= pV2In( ) (2.10)
Equation 2.10 can be used to calculate the expected pressure gradient given the radii
of curvature that is produced in the FLUENT simulation.
2.1.3 Porous Media
The computational expense of modeling a large section of regenerator and the com-
plexity of modeling the laminar flow through the regenerator and the highly turbulent
flow in the headers simultaneously is prohibitive. A porous medium was used to rep-
resent the regenerator instead. FLUENT defines a porous medium as region where
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the momentum equations can be written
a a aP(pu;) + -(puiuj) = -- + pgi + F (2.11)
at 8x Oxi
where F is a momentum source/sink term that is defined by the user in FLUENT.
Equation 2.11 is the Navier-Stokes equations using Einstein summation notation with
the addition of a source term, Fi. F has two parts, a viscous and an inertial term.
It is defined in FLUENT as
3 3 1
F DijpV+ Cij 2 (2.12)
i=1 i=1
The user defines the terms in the diagonal matrices Cij and Dij to achieve the desired
pressure drop through the medium in any direction. They can be represented by
CX 0 0
Cii = 0 CM 0 (2.13)
0 0 Cz
Dx 0 0
Dij = 0 DY 0 (2.14)
0 0 Dz
In order to define the porous media as accurately as possible the total static-pressure
drop desired was split into an inertial and a viscous component. This was achieved
by using the ratio of the flow-acceleration and the core friction terms in equation 2.1
to assign fractions of overall pressure drop to both terms in equation 2.12. Each
term was then solved for the respective constant. Only the z-direction was considered
because in an actual regenerator the flow is totally in that direction. The other entries
in the diagonal matrices Cij and Dij were artificially set to values several orders of
magnitude higher than for the z-direction. This ensured that the flow was forced in
the z-direction because flow in the x or y directions would have required enormous
pressure gradients which do not exist.
The porosity of the porous medium is also specified by the user. A regenerator
is not truly a porous medium, so the ratio of open face area to the total face area
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was substituted as the porosity. Ceramic regenerators and other extruded matrix
monoliths such as catalytic-converter cores have a porosity in the range 0.58-0.78
[20][10]. All the porous media in this study were modeled with a porosity of 0.7, a
common value for gas-turbine regenerators.
2.2 Heat Transfer
Many of the simulations included heat transfer into or out of the passages through
the walls. It is therefore helpful to understand how FLUENT calculates heat transfer
given the particular boundary conditions imposed by the user and then to see how
best to check the validity of the numerical results.
2.2.1 Energy Equation
FLUENT uses the energy equation for an inertial reference frame in the form
5(pE) + -(ui(pE + P)) = (keff -- Zhj'Jjl +Uj(Tij)eff) + Sh (2.15)
J' is the diffusion flux of species j' and Sh is a source term containing viscous dis-
sipation (if applicable) and any other sources defined by the user. hy is defined
as
T
h J c,, dT (2.16)
Trei
where Tref is set at a default of 298.150 C. keff is the effective conductivity of the
fluid defined as
keff = k + kT (2.17)
where kT is the turbulent thermal conductivity defined by the turbulence model being
used; it is zero for laminar flow. The k-E models (see section 2.3.2) define it as
kT pcPT (2.18)
PrT
where pT is the turbulent viscosity defined as
IT Cl p- ( 2.19)
C
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and PrT = 0.85 by default in the standard and realizable k-emodels. PrT in the RNG
model (see section 2.3.2) is calculated from
- a - 1.3929 .6321, a + 2.3929 1.3679 (2.20)PT1
.3929 3.3929
where a is the inverse turbulent Prandtl number to be used in equation 2.18. Equation
2.20 is combined with equation 2.19and used to solve for a. Then one over a, the
turbulent Prandtl number, can be used in equation 2.18.
FLUENT solves the energy equation iteratively for each element as is discussed
in more detail in section 2.3.
Boundary Conditions
FLUENT allows specification of wall boundary conditions by the heat flux through
the walls or the wall temperature. Either condition can be specified as a constant
or by any function defined by the user. The laminar-flow simulations of one or
two passages had user-specified wall temperatures. The functions that defined the
temperature profile are
T(z) = 525 + 8000z (2.21)
T(z) = 1150 - 8000z (2.22)
for all cases where the fluid was heated or cooled, respectively. The z-direction is
in the direction of fluid flow. The temperature profile was uniform peripherally for
all tests. When two or more volumes share a common boundary FLUENT creates
"shadow" boundaries (discussed in section 2.3.4). Therefore, one wall will transfer
heat to all volumes it bounds in order to keep the peripherally uniform wall conditions.
These functions were derived in order to best simulate temperatures at the inlet and
outlet of actual rotary regenerators [21][23]. A linear function was used as a first
approximation to any real temperature profiles because there are no data that suggest
a more appropriate form.
In rotary regenerators there is no heat generation in the passages and because of
the laminar nature of the flow there is no viscous heating either. Therefore, no source
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terms were specified in the energy equation for any simulations. All simulation were
modeled as incompressible with no work transfer through the walls.
Analytical Calculations
The first law was also used to calculate heat transfer analytically. The form of the
first law that was used in the corner-radii simulations includes the flow-work term
P PQ = rh[(cTM + -)out - (cpTm + -)in] (2.23)
P P
where Q is the heat transferred into the fluid, Tm is the bulk fluid temperature at
the particular passage cross-section. Equation 2.23 can be rearranged to solve for the
outlet bulk temperature if the total heat transferred is known
Q___ (cT);n 1 ~(.4
Tout = + + [( )in + ( )out] (2.24)
(rhcp) out cOt cOu p p
2.2.2 Wall Heat Transfer
Laminar Flow
FLUENT solves the energy equation iteratively within the fluid. To calculate the heat
transfer through the walls for laminar flow given a time-invariant wall temperature it
uses the discrete form of Fourier's conduction law for each cell bordering the wall
q = kOT wau (2.25)
where the n-direction is normal to the wall and kf is the fluid thermal conductivity.
The temperature gradient is
0T Twall - Telement
- (2.26)&fl Lcenter
where Lcenter is the distance from the wall to the center of the element next to the
wall.
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Turbulent Incompressible Flow
When modeling turbulent, incompressible flow in FLUENT with wall functions (see
section 2.3.3) the segregated solver (see section 2.3.1) determines the wall heat flux
by [16]
(Twa - Teement)pcC'k (2.27)
T*
where T* is a dimensionless temperature and can be expressed as
T* y* <y , (2.28)
Prt[ ln(Ey*) + P] y* > *
where Prt=0.85 at the wall, E=9.793 is a wall function constant, A=26 is the Van
Driest constant, s = 0.42 Von Karman constant. The non-dimensional distance y* is
Y pC' Iki 2 yp (2.29)
and y*T is
YT= y*Pr (2.30)
and P is computed from
ir/4 A 2 Pr PrtP = (A)1/2( - 1)( )1/4
sin(7r/4) K Prt Pr
Dimensional Analysis
The numerical calculation of heat transfer into the fluid in some of the simulations
was checked by using Newton's Law of Cooling
q= h(Twal - Telement) (2.32)
where Telement is the temperature of the fluid element next to the wall at a given
position. The definition of the Nusselt number yields
- Nu-kh = D(2.33)
DA
4 A
Perimeter
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where k is the fluid thermal conductivity and Nu is the Nusselt number.
When the corner-radii simulations were analyzed it was useful to define a new
hydraulic diameter. This hydraulic diameter is defined as the diameter of a circle
with the same cross-sectional area as whatever configuration is being analyzed
Dhyd,new = 2Ac (2.35)
7 rc
The Nusselt number is a function of the channel cross section and thermal bound-
ary conditions. The Nusselt numbers for many geometries and boundary conditions
are tabulated in [34]. The most common types of boundary conditions are with either
constant wall temperature or constant heat flux along the direction of flow. For each
of these conditions there are several variations in the peripheral conditions, such as
a combination of sides being adiabatic or including radiation heat flux, etc. [34].
This posed a challenge to using equation 2.32 to verify numerical results for
certain tests. When the wall temperature profile is specified but not constant then
neither the wall heat flux or, by definition, the wall temperature are constant along
the direction of flow. Therefore no tabulated Nusselt numbers are applicable to the
simulations performed in this study. The arithmetical mean of the Nusselt numbers
for constant heat flux and constant wall temperature with uniform peripheral thermal
boundary conditions was used as an approximation to determine the average heat-
transfer coefficient.
2.2.3 Effectiveness
The information that is useful to the regenerator designer is how different manufac-
turing inaccuracies or header designs change the effectiveness of the regenerator. The
heat-exchanger effectiveness is defined as
heat transfered
maximum possible heat transfer
where the subscripts c and h stand for the cold and hot fluids respectively. The
simulations performed in this study were only of a single fluid, however. This is
because in a rotary regenerator, the hot fluid heats the core material and then the
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core material later releases the heat to the cold fluid. Therefore, a more appropriate
definition of the effectiveness here is
, = Tf,1t - Tf'" (2.37)
Tth,h -Tf,
where Tth,h is the theoretical temperature at which the hot fluid would be coming
into the regenerator and the subscript f corresponds to the fluid being heated.
For the case of the hot fluid being modeled the effectiveness becomes
Tf,,, - Tf, (2.38)
Tth,c -Tf,
2.3 Numerical Flow
FLUENT 5.4 uses a finite-volume method with multiple choices for solvers and dis-
cretization schemes. The user can also specify various turbulence models and param-
eters as appropriate.
2.3.1 Solver
The segregated (uncoupled) solver was used for all simulations. This solver iterates
each equation separately as described in [16]
" Fluid properties are updated, based on the current solution. (If the calculation
has just begun, the fluid properties will be updated based on the initialized
solution.)
" The u, v, and w momentum equations are each solved in turn using current
values for pressure and face mass fluxes, in order to update the velocity field.
" Since the velocities obtained in Step 1 may not satisfy the continuity equation
locally, a "Poisson-type" equation for the pressure correction is derived from
the continuity equation and the linearized momentum equations. This pressure
correction equation is then solved to obtain the necessary corrections to the
pressure and velocity fields and the face mass fluxes such that continuity is
satisfied.
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" Where appropriate, equations for scalars such as turbulence, energy, species, and
radiation are solved using the previously updated values of the other variables.
" When interphase coupling is to be included, the source terms in the appropriate
continuous-phase equations may be updated with a discrete-phase trajectory
calculation.
" A check for convergence of the equation set is made.
This process is repeated until the desired level of convergence is obtained.
Linearization of Discretized Equations
The governing equations must be discretized and linearized before they can be solved.
FLUENT uses a finite-volume approach to discretization, so that the governing equa-
tions are solved for each volume element. The segregated solver in FLUENT uses,
by default, an implicit linearization scheme that solves for an entire variable field si-
multaneously. It then uses an algebraic multi-grid method to solve for the dependent
variable (i.e. u,v,w velocity, etc.) in each cell.
Discretization of the governing equations can be demonstrated, for a time-independent
case as in this study, by taking the integral form of conservation for an arbitrary scalar
quantity # and volume V
f pv - dA = JFVO - dA + jSqdV (2.39)
where 10 is the diffusion coefficient of # and So is the source term per unit volume
of 0. Equation 2.39 can be rewritten as
nfaces nfaces
E vf 5 fAf = E IPO(V #)nAf + SOV (2.40)
f f
This equation must next be linearized. FLUENT creates
ap# = anconc+ b (2.41)
nc
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for each cell where nc stands for neighboring cell and ap and b are linearized coeffi-
cients. A first-order differencing scheme calculates #f as the value it has in the cell
where the scalar entered from. A second-order scheme calculates of by
Of = #+ V -As (2.42)
where V0 is computed using the discrete form of the divergence theorem
Infaces
f#= ( E A (2.43)
I
where of is the average of the two cells adjacent to the face.
For example, when this method is applied to the time-independent mass and x-
momentum equations they become
nfaces
S pVnAf = 0 (2.44)
f
and
apu= anucU + 1 P f - zA + S (2.45)
nc
respectively. The linearized set of equations of this form is what is solved using, in
this case, the algebraic multi-grid (AMG) solver.
Differencing Scheme
In equation 2.39 the values of # are those at the cell boundaries. FLUENT, however,
stores the values of variables at cell centers. The values at cell interfaces must then
be interpolated. The default methods in FLUENT were used in this study for each
variable [16].
The Standard pressure-interpolation scheme in FLUENT uses the momentum
equation coefficients at the cell faces to interpolate the pressure gradient. This method
provides inaccurate answers in situations where body forces are important such as
swirling flow or where there is flow curvature. The result is inaccurate pressure values
and possibly velocity vectors that are directed into or out of walls. The best method
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Table 2.1: Differencing Schemes for Flow Field Variables
Variable Differencing Scheme
Pressure Standard
Momentum First & Second-Order Upwind
Pressure-Velocity coupling SIMPLE
Energy First Order Upwind
Turbulent Kinetic Energy First & Second-Order Upwind
Turbulent Dissipation Rate First & Second-Order Upwind
for preventing these situations is to create a fine-enough mesh that there are not large
pressure gradients between adjacent cells.
The Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations (SIMPLE) scheme is de-
scribed in [31]. It uses a pressure-correction equation to help the momentum equations
converge to satisfy continuity. It is less likely than SIMPLEC to have convergence
problems if convergence is being limited by the pressure-velocity coupling. See [16] [31]
for more details.
The First Order Upwind Differencing scheme is used as the default scheme for the
energy, turbulent-kinetic-energy and the turbulent-dissipation-rate equations. This
scheme sets the value of # at any surface equal to the value at the center of the cell
on the "upwind" side. The "upwind" side is the side from which fluid flows into the
element. The idea behind this is that any fluid flowing into a cell would have the
properties of the cell from which it came, assuming that the old cell had a uniform
distribution of 9. See [31][4] for details.
Second-Order Upwind Differencing is generally more appropriate than First Order
when the flow is either not perpendicular to the cell faces, such as when using a
triangular or tetrahedral mesh. Generally a Second Order Upwind scheme does not
converge as well as First Order and so takes more computational expense.
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Table 2.2: Typical Under-Relaxation Factors in Turbulence Models
Equation Under-Relaxation Factor
Pressure 0.3
Momentum 0.7
Energy 1
Turbulent Kinetic Energy 0.9
Turbulent Dissipation Rate 0.9
Viscosity 1
Density 1
Under-Relaxation Factors
When divergence becomes a problem, under-relaxation factors can be applied to the
changes in scalar quantities # to limit the change from one iteration to the next. The
value of a given quantity is established by
#current = #old + aAO (2.46)
where a is the under-relaxation factor and can vary from 0 to 1 and AO is the change in
# computed on the given iteration. When the flow is "well behaved" under-relaxation
factors tend to affect only the speed of convergence, but if the mesh is too coarse or
when using turbulence models they can help prevent divergence as well. For most
tests the under-relaxation factors used are presented in table 2.3.1.
When laminar flow was simulated the turbulent equations were not applicable and
therefore no under-relaxation factor was specified.
2.3.2 Turbulence Modeling
The models of portions of the inlet header and regenerator have very turbulent flow in
the header region. There were areas of strong curvature, separation and recirculation
to be modeled. Turbulence models do not always provide accurate results under
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theses conditions. Therefore three variations of the k-E turbulence model were used
and the results compared with literature to ascertain which model is most appropriate
under these circumstances.
Standard k-e Model
The k-E model was introduced by Launder and Spalding (1972) [6]. It consists of two
equations in addition to the Navier-Stokes equations, one for the turbulent kinetic
energy (k) and one for the dissipation rate of the turbulent kinetic energy E. The
models are defined in [5]. The definitions of k and E are
k 1 (1 U'12) (2.47)
and
6 = -(IVu' + Vu'T12 ) (2.48)2
The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations can be written
aU + UVU + VP - vAU - VR = 0 (2.49)
at
where U is the mean flow, P is the mean pressure and R = R(k, E,VU + VUT) is the
Reynolds stress tensor. This assumes incompressibility
V - U = 0 (2.50)
The Reynolds tensor can be written as
2 k
R = kI + (v + c,-)(VU + VUT) (2.51)3 E
This can be substituted into the Reynolds-averaged equation and then the final three
equations for the k-c model are
Dtk -V - (vTVk) - c.-E + e = 0 (2.52)
ccE C2
DpE - V - (-vTVE) - cikE + c2 - = 0 (2.53)
CU- k
Dt U + VP* - V - [(V + VT) (VU + VUT)] = 0 (2.54)
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Realizable k-E Model
In certain flow situations, when the strain is large, the Reynolds stress tensor as
defined in equation 2.51 can become negative. To quantify when this happens we
define
k 2
l1 = c1 - (2.55)
C
When this is substituted into equation 2.51 and one of the component directions
is looked at, say the x-direction, then the Reynolds-stress tensor becomes negative
when
kOBU 1k U> 1-~3.7 (2.56)
E ax 3C,, (
The realizable k-E model corrects for this as describe in [16] by allowing C,' to be a
function of the mean flow and k
C (2.57)
SA0 + A, s
where
U V SgS + dixiQ (2.58)
Qj = Qj - 3 EijkWk (2.59)
Omega is the angular velocity and R, is the mean rate-of-rotation tensor from the
rotating reference frame rotating at angular velocity w. The constants are A0 = 4.04
and A, = v' cos #. The variable # is defined by
- arccos( V)SijSjkSki (2.60)
3 VYSi
where
1 Ou O t 2.61
S-j - (a- - + )u (2.61)2 Ox i  Ox3
The correction for the negative Reynolds stress means that the realizable k-E model
is better suited to flow with high strain rates than the standard k-E model.
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RNG k-E Model
The RNG (Renormalization Group Theory) k-E model was introduced by Yakhot and
Orszag in 1986 [43]. It is similar in form to the standard k-6 model. The turbulent
kinetic energy and dissipation rates are of the form
Dk & Ok
p_= -(ekiPeff -) + Gk + Gb - PC - YM (2.62)
PD = (aeeffyE) + C1E (Gk + C3Gb) - C2EPE - R (2.63)
where C1, C2e and C3e are constants established by Yakhot and Orszag and also listed
in [9]. The default values in FLUENT are from the updated RNG model by Yakhot
and Smith [42].
The parameters Gk, Gb and YM represent the turbulent-kinetic-energy generation
from mean velocity gradients and buoyancy effects, when modeling compressible and
turbulent flow, to the overall dissipation rate as described in [16]. In the simulations
performed here the buoyancy and compressibility effects were negligible. Therefore
Gk is the only important source term and is defined as
Gk = -PuiuW (2.64)
, xi
To evaluate Gk in a way consistent with the Boussinesq hypothesis use the form
Gk = 2 PTSijSij (2.65)
where
Si - 1 xa + U) (2.66)
Comparisons among the standard, realizable and RNG k-c models have shown
that there can be substantial differences in results between the three. In the classic
case of a backward-facing step the improved RNG k-e model used here has been shown
to be far more accurate in predicting reattachment than the standard k-E and even
the original RNG model [9]. The RNG model is also more accurate in modeling high
strain and streamline curvature, such as recirculating flows, than the standard k-c
model [16][18]. The realizable k-c model has been shown to be more accurate than
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the standard k-E model in predicting spreading in jet flow and when shear in the fluid
is very large [39].
The advantages of the RNG and realizable k-E models over the standard model do
not preclude its use, however. Certain classes of flows have been shown to be more
accurately predicted by the standard model, such as confined co-flow jets [18]. It is
therefore worthwhile to give at least a cursory examination of all three models.
2.3.3 Wall Functions
Creating a mesh that is fine enough along the walls to resolve the boundary-layer
properties requires a great deal of computational power and time. To circumvent
this problem wall functions can be applied that impose law-of-the-wall profiles for all
variables of interest within the necessary elements close to the walls. Wall functions
typically separate the cell next to the wall into a viscous sublayer and a turbulent sub-
layer. This ensures that the boundary-layer effects on the main flow may be accounted
for without extra computational time and complexity of resolving the boundary layer.
There are two options for wall-function types in FLUENT:
" standard
" non-equilibrium
The non-equilibrium wall functions are more capable of accounting for complex flows
involving severe pressure gradients, separation and reattachment or rapidly changing
flows. The recirculation and separation encountered in most of the turbulent simu-
lations required accuracy in modeling these effects so the non-equilibrium functions
were applied to all turbulent cases.
The law-of-the-wall applies in the turbulent region of the boundary layer, some-
times called the log-layer, and is typically expressed as
= ln(ETY) (2.67)
UT K~ V
where
UT W (2.68)
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and E=9.8 and , is the von Karman constant with a typical value of 0.42. This is
true when standard wall functions are applied. The non-equilibrium wall functions
redefine the dimensionless velocity to account for pressure gradients [37]
C 1/k1/2 /4 C k1/2,/k = - I ln(E POlk ) (2.69)
r. / p K A
where
U - I dP YV n(-Y-) + + (2.70)
2 dx pK*kl/ 2  yv pI*k1/2 p
where yv is the thickness of the viscous sublayer defined as
YV pC,/v/ 2  (2.71)
where y*=11. 2 2 5 and k is the turbulent kinetic energy. When this type of wall function
is applied certain assumptions are made
t 0 y < yV (2.72)
)2 k y > yv
k = 2k) y < y (2.73)
k p y > Yv
2<Yv
/= (2.74)
k3/2C/3/
KY A y > yV
This profile is identical to that from the standard wall function approach if the pres-
sure gradient is zero, so there are no adverse effects of this approach even where a
standard function would suffice. The profile described above can be used to obtain
the cell-averaged production, Gk and dissipation rate i of k by integration
- 1 1 T
Gk -- rt-dy-= W ln(-) (2.75)
Yn Jo ay Yyn pv k/2 
1; yn =I 2v k 1/2  yn
edy [ + k ln(-")]kp (2.76)Yn yn Yv 'C'-1 y
These can then be substituted into equations 2.52 and 2.53 to solve for the k and E
values near the wall.
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2.3.4 Boundary Conditions
There are many types of flow boundaries that can be specified in FLUENT: each of
these has many parameters that can be specified by the user. Only a subset of these
boundaries was necessary in this study to simulate actual conditions as closely as
possible
" Velocity Inlet
" Pressure Outlet
" Wall
" Shadow
" Symmetry
In all of the tests performed in this study, the flow entered the model in one
opening. Velocity inlets are ideal for flow entering a domain at one place. The
user can specify the direction and magnitude of the flow into the model, the inlet
temperature of the fluid and the value of turbulence quantities (if applicable). All of
these can be specified as functions of time or position across the inlet face. Specifying
the turbulence quantities can be difficult because of the unknown value of the velocity
fluctuations that they are defined by in equations 2.47 and 2.48. FLUENT allows the
user to estimate the values of k and e by specifying the turbulence intensity, I, and
length scale, 1
U-/
I = - .16Re (2.77)
1 = .07Leh (2.78)
where Lch is the characteristic length scale of the entrance, most likely the Dh. The
turbulent kinetic energy, k, and the turbulent energy dissipation rate, E, can be derived
from these definitions by
3k = (nI)2 (2.79)
2
k,3/2
S= 1 C4/v (2.80)
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The pressure-outlet boundary condition allows the user to specify the gauge pres-
sure and back-flow fluid temperature and turbulence quantities (if applicable). They
can be user-defined functions of time or position across the outlet face. Pressure
boundaries are useful in speeding up convergence when there is back-flow into the
fluid domain.
Wall boundary conditions are used to define an interface between solid and fluid
regions. The no-slip condition is applied by default (although it can be altered) and
was used in all simulations. Adiabatic conditions can be specified as well as heat
flux or temperature conditions (see section 2.2.1) that can be defined as functions of
temperature or position by the user.
Shadow boundaries are automatically employed by FLUENT when one wall serves
as a boundary for two or more fluid regions. The shadow boundaries occupy the same
space as the original boundary but the specified conditions hold for one fluid region
(per shadow) and the conditions on the original boundary apply for one region as
well.
Symmetry boundary conditions are used when only a part of a fluid region is being
modeled. Symmetry conditions set all gradients equal to zero on the boundary so that
all variables have equal values on both sides. This is a good approximation to having
nothing to interfere with the flow; however, in cases where there would normally be
gradients across the boundary, such as three-dimensional turbulence, they might not
be an accurate representation of reality.
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Chapter 3
Numerical Models
There were three basic model designs that were used to perform most of the sim-
ulations in this study. There are, however, many variations of these designs that
were used to ascertain the effects of different non-uniformities. In each set of basic
models careful attention was paid to the mesh to assure that all relevant phenomena
were captured and modeled as accurately as possible given the solving techniques
employed.
3.1 Two-Passage Models
Many of the simulations were of two passages of a theoretical regenerator. This
means that all of the non-uniformities were essentially modeled as occurring in half
the passages in the regenerator. One half of the passages became larger; the other half
became smaller as a result of the non-uniformity. Modeling more passages requires
much more computational expense and the only gain would be to vary the percentage
of channels with a given variation; it was decided that this was not justifiable given
the limited computational resources available. There were four types of geometries
with two passages and non-uniformities .
" With an inlet plenum chamber and center wall offset
" Fully developed flow with the center wall offset
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Figure 3-1: Profile of Aspect Ratio=1 Test, a=0.0005 m Is Passage Width and Height
" The passage width varying along the flow direction
" A bend in the center wall
The first simulations were of two passages that had a plenum chamber attached
to the inlets. This was to ensure that the total mass flow rate through the passages
could be controlled without specifying what percentage of the flow would go through
each chamber. Three aspect ratios were modeled: 1, 0.5, 0.25. The cross-sections of
the geometries are presented in figures 3-2, 3-3 and 3-4. A profile of the aspect ratio
1 test with an inlet plenum chamber is in 3-1. The passage dimensions for the case
of identical passages were based on actual rotary-regenerator passages [20][21][28][7].
The nominal (referring to the case of uniform passages) hydraulic diameters for the
three aspect ratios are listed in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3-2: End View of Aspect Ratio=lFigure 3-3: End View of Aspect Ratio=0.5
Configuration Configuration
Figure 3-4: End View of Aspect Ra-Figure 3-5: End View of Aspect Ra-
tio=0.25 Configuration tio=0.25 Configuration With Maximum
Channel Deviation
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Table 3.1: Hydraulic Diameters for Different Aspect Ratios of Two-Passage Center
Wall Offset Models
Aspect Ratio Hydraulic Diameter
1 5eE-4 m
0.5 4.71E-4 m
0.25 4E-4 m
Figure 3-6: Inlet Section of Aspect Ratio 1 Test
The inlet plenum chamber was 0.001 m long. This is long enough (approximately
2 hydraulic diameters, see Figure 3-6) so that flow-curvature effects do not extend to
the inlet of the chamber, but it does not contribute significantly to the overall number
of mesh elements. The length of the passages was 0.075 m. This is approximately
160 hydraulic diameters so the exiting flow is hydrodynamically fully developed.
For each of these aspect ratios the center wall dividing the two channels was
offset up to approximately 20% of the nominal passage width. The simulations were
performed at a constant temperature of 3000 K. The fully developed velocity profiles
were recorded so that they could be reused in simulations of fully developed flow .
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3.1.1 Fully Developed Tests
The outlet velocity profiles from the above tests were used as profiles for the inlets of
the fully developed tests. The inlet plenum chamber was eliminated but geometries
were otherwise identical. Three sets of thermal boundary conditions were simulated
with these geometries
" Adiabatic Walls
" Heated Walls
" Cooled Walls
The adiabatic-walls tests were used to compare pressure drop and frictional char-
acteristics with literature to establish the modeling techniques for these simulations.
The heated and cooled walls had wall-temperature profiles as specified by equa-
tions 2.21 and 2.22. Both heating and cooling were simulated to see if the change
in regenerator effectiveness from non-uniformities was a function of whether the air
(cold) side or gas (hot) side of the regenerator was being modeled. The inlet fluid
temperatures for all cases using equation 2.21 was 5250 K and for all cases using
equation 2.22 was 11250 K.
3.1.2 Variable-Property Effects
The fully developed heated tests mentioned previously were selected to determine how
variable properties affect the overall heat-exchanger effectiveness for a given geometry.
The standard method of determining property values such as density, viscosity, etc.
is to take the mean value within the fluid. This is usually done by taking the average
inlet and outlet temperatures, finding the mean and specifying all properties constant
throughout the fluid at the values corresponding to the mean temperature. There has
been some work attempting to quantify how much this approach (called the single-
element method) changes the outlet temperature and pressure drop compared to
having properties values set at the local temperature of an element [41]. The results
suggested little difference between the single-element method and a multiple-element
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method (where the flow is split into several sections and each is evaluated at a mean
temperature). The effect on the heat transfer into the passage was not considered
explicitly.
Variable properties were specified by a polynomial curve-fit from data in [17]
Cp(T) = 881.68 + .32424T - 6.6287. 10- 5 T 2  (3.1)
k(T) = -1.8422. 10-2 + 1.7776. 10-4T - 1.4687 - 10- 7T 2 + 5.3897 - 10-"T 3 (3.2)
p(T) = -1.2678 - 10~6 + 7.6243. 10-8T - 4.7071 - 10-"T 2 + 1.4417. 10-14 T 3 (3.3)
The density, p, was specified as conforming to that for an incompressible ideal gas
as
p(T) = P (3.4)
RT
This closely approximates an ideal gas because the maximum pressure difference
between the inside and the atmosphere is small compared to atmospheric pressure
(see Appendix A). All tests were performed using the variable-property method except
the heated fully developed tests that were used to compare with the variable property
effects.
3.1.3 Wall Deviation Along Flow Direction
The next set of tests are based on the geometry of Figure 3-2 with an inlet plenum
chamber and two square passages, for the uniform case. Figure 3-7 shows the case with
a maximum deviation. The center wall is pivoted from the passage inlets. This sort of
deviation could arise with warping of the matrix while curing. The wall temperatures
in this series of tests was for heating of the fluid (equation 2.21). Seven tests were
performed with different amount of channel deviation. The maximum normalized
deviation (end width of channel/starting width of channel) that was simulated was
0.7 as shown in figure 3-7.
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Figure 3-7: Case of Maximum Wall Deviation Along Flow Direction
3.1.4 Wall-Curvature Deviation
It is possible during the curing process for the walls to bend. This could happen
if the matrix composition is not completely uniform or if there are slightly different
rates of drying across the matrix. This type of non-uniformity was modeled as a bow
in the center wall as shown in figure 3-8. Once again the uniform case is the same
geometry and fluid properties as for the 1:1 aspect ratio case shown in figure 3-1. Six
simulations were performed; the maximum channel deviation (width halfway down
channel/starting width of channel) modeled was 0.6.
3.2 Corner-Radii Effects
In reality, no passage is truly square or rectangular. There is always some rounding of
the edges. Extruding ceramic regenerator matrices can lead to some corner roundoff.
This defect can have substantial effects on the mass flow rate and velocity profile
through the individual tubes, thereby reducing the amount of heat transferred in the
regenerator.
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Figure 3-8: Profile of Wavy-Deviation Test With Maximum Deviation
There is no literature on how large of a corner-radius defect can be expected per
se. The rough tolerances that can be achieved through extrusion in general vary
substantially [22][12]. There is no data that this author is aware of that details the
tolerances achieved through wrapping of regenerators. Therefore the entire range of
possibilities was modeled. The radius in each of the corners ranged from 1.25 -10 5 m
to 2.4. 10- 4 m. This effectively gives a square and a circular cross section respectively.
A single passage was modeled in each simulation because a defect in one passage
doesn't necessarily induce a defect in a neighboring passage. The mass flow rate per
unit cross-sectional area was kept constant at 6.793 kg/m 2s in all tests. This was
to simulate an actual regenerator face where differences in passage geometry don't
have much effect on the flow impinging upon the regenerator face. The range of
passage cross-sections is shown in figure 3-9. The distance from one side to the
other on these geometries is 5 - 10 4 m so that if there were no corner radii they
would be the same as a passage from figure 3-1. The length of these passages was
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Figure 3-9: Cross-sectional View of Corner Radii Tests
Figure 3-10: Cross-sectional View of Corner Radii Test and Mesh With .0001 m
Corner Radii
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also the same as previous models: 0.075 m. The exception to this is when performing
mesh-independence simulations the passage length was reduced to 0.02 m in order to
create a finer mesh. The wall temperature for all cases with corner radii was specified
according to equation 2.21.
An unstructured meshing scheme was applied for the corner-radii simulations in
order to obtain a more accurate resolution of the near-wall effects of the corners. A
sample of the mesh is shown in figure 3-10.
The mesh is much finer around the edges than in the center and the elements
become even smaller the closer they are to the corners. This is much easier to create
with an unstructured mesh than a structured mesh in this geometry. The variable
mesh density throughout the cross-section also allows for more efficient computation
by placing more elements where gradients are highest.
3.3 Inlet-Header Models
Another goal of this study has been to provide a more clear understanding of how
inlet header designs affect the flow distribution into the regenerator. This can assist
in designing headers that provide a more even flow distribution and optimize pressure
drop through the regenerator. There are three basic sets of geometries that involved
the inlet-header designs. The first was to measure the effect of incident flow on a
passage; the second was to verify the porous-medium model; the third was modeling
a section of the regenerator and inlet header to measure flow distribution and pressure
drop in the header.
3.3.1 Incident Flow
Simple square passages 0.5 mm by 0.5 mm by 20 mm were modeled with heated-
wall temperature boundary conditions as specified by equation 2.21 were applied for
varying degrees of impinging flow. Figure 3-11 shows the passage inlet and how the
angle of incidence is defined. The cross-section and the mesh used were the same as
for one passage of the square-two-passage geometry in figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-11: Inlet for Incident Flow Tests
These simulations were performed to be able to see the effects of flow incidence
on a given channel rather than just in aggregate over the entire regenerator. The
inlet temperature for all tests was 5250 K. The mass flow was constant in magnitude,
but not in direction, at 1.681 kg/s. Only a fraction of this actually flowed through
the passage. In an actual regenerator inlet face the angle of incidence of the flow
determines the percentage of the flow that goes into the tube and the percentage that
flows by the inlet face and enters another passage. This situation was modeled not to
determine how or when the incidence occurs, but what happens to the heat transfer
and effectiveness assuming that there is incidence. The situations where incidence
occurs are modeled in the later simulations.
There were eleven simulations with incidence angles varying from 0' to 760. In
all cases the wall temperature was specified according to equation 2.21, and therefore
heated the fluid.
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Figure 3-12: Geometry for Validating Porous-Media Model
3.3.2 Porous-Medium Tests
The specification of a porous-medium zone is described in section 2.1.3. Simulations
of a tube of diameter 0.6 m and a length of 0.105 m were performed to verify that
the method of specifying the porous zone would yield the desired pressure drop. A
profile of the geometry is shown in figure 3-12. The inlet flow was specified at 10 m/s
uniformly over the inlet section and the porous zone was defined as the lower 0.075
m.
Simulations were performed at temperatures from 5500 K to 11500 K in 1000
K increments. All simulations were performed at constant temperature; no heat
was added through the walls or through the porous medium. This is because the
temperature of the porous medium could not be specified as different than the fluid;
only a heat flux into the fluid from the medium could be specified. The heat flux is the
unknown in these situations and therefore would be useless to specify. The variation
in temperature from test to test was to determine how the different properties affect
the inertial and viscous parameters that were specified to give the desired pressure
drop.
The thermo-physical properties of the porous zone were defined to simulate that
of cordierite [10]. Cordierite is part of the magnesium-alumino-silicates family of min-
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Figure 3-13: Profile of Inlet Header and Regenerator Model with Flow Direction
Indicated
erals and is a common material used to produce ceramic regenerators. The porosity
of the porous medium was set at 0.7 for all cases to most closely simulate actual
regenerators.
3.3.3 Inlet-Header and Regenerator Tests
The actual inlet headers and regenerators modeled were only a seco etinre
regenerator. This limitation is due to the computational expense and difficulty in
modeling the three-dimensional curvature of an entire inlet header and regenerator.
Several variations on the header shape were tried. The first is shown in figure 3-13.
The air enters from the bottom-right and is turned 90* and is then turned again and
forced through the regenerator core.
The inlet velocity is 70 m/s; this was set to achieve a reasonable 10.5 m/s velocity
through the regenerator. The flow is turbulent in the header. Either the realizable
or the RNG k-/epsilon models with non-equilibrium wall functions were applied as
described in sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. All tests were performed with variable properties
and at a temperature of 525' K. No heat addition was included for the same reasons
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Figure 3-14: Profile of Long Inlet Header Figure 3-15: Profile of Short Inlet Header
as mentioned in the previous section.
The dimensions of the model in figure 3-13 are 0.575 m wide in the x-direction
with the regenerator being the left 0.5 m of that. The inlet section on the right
is 0.075 m wide and the turn is a quarter circle, so the height of the header above
the regenerator is 0.075 m where the fluid enters the header itself. The left side
of the header is 0.0375 m tall, with the slope being linear between there and the
inlet turn. The depth of the model into the page varied between tests, smaller depths
required less computing power, but the standard was 0.1 m. The regenerator in figure
3-13 appears to be divided into 10 sections; those walls effectively disappear when
importing the geometry into FLUENT from the pre-processor and should be ignored.
There is no universal shape or aspect ratio for inlet headers. Therefore the as-
pect ratio for this shape was reduced to see if that has any effect on the velocity
and pressure distributions. Figure 3-13 is reproduced as figure 3-14 along with the
smallest aspect-ratio model in figure 3-15. There were two intermediate-aspect-ratio
configurations that were also studied.
The shortest model, figure 3-15, has a regenerator section of length 0.3 m; the next
two models extend that length by 0.065 m each and the longest model, figure 3-14 has
a 0.5 m long regenerator. In all four of these models, the inlet section and the inlet
turn are identical. In each case the inlet velocity is proportional to the regenerator
size, thereby retaining the 10.5 m/s velocity through the regenerator.
Turning Vanes
The 1800 turn that the fluid must undergo when passing through the regenerator
contributes to the velocity maldistribution. The effect was quantified by taking the
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Figure 3-16: Profile of 900 Inlet, Identical to Figure 3-14
Figure 3-17: Profile of 0' Inlet
Figure 3-18: Geometry with Turning Vanes
geometry in figure 3-14 and systematically altering the angle at which the fluid enters
the model with respect to the regenerator. The two extreme cases are figures 3-16
and 3-17.
There are five other configurations having inlets at approximately 15" intervals
between 00 and 90*.
The extreme case shown in figure 3-17 was compared to a geometry that used
turning vanes and a straight section for flow settling instead of changing the angle of
the inlet pipe. This geometry is displayed in figure 3-18.
There are other configurationss that also have variations that use turning vanes
such as figures 3-21 and 3-20. In addition to these turning-vatie tests, a test with
turning vanes but no settling length that is otherwise identical to figure 3-18 was
performed to see if the settling length produced a more uniform flow distribution into
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NFigure 3-19: Geometry with Turning Vanes and No Settling Length
.. .. 
Figure 3-20: Geometry with Turning Vanes
the regenerator.
Several tests were performed with the geometry in figure 3-14 to determine if the
depth of the model was important and if the mesh had any effect on the velocity
distribution.
Variations on a different header shape in figure 3-22 were simulated to see if small
changes in header design could produce significant changes in velocity distribution.
The header shape is defined by a circular arc that passes through a point above the
center of the regenerator. The center point varied from 0.055 m to 0.075 m above
the regenerator face. The inlet turn was modified in each case to ensure a more
continuous slope from the inlet turn to the header housing. This entailed reducing
the turn from 900 to approximately 750 in the extreme cases.
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Figure 3-21: Geometry with Thrning Vanes
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Figure 3-22: Small Variations in Header Shape
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Figure 3-23: Comparison of Header Designs
The smaller-aspect-ratio geometries more closely resemble actual rotary regener-
ators in size. Tests with further header shapes were based on the 0.3 m radius in the
shorter geometries. Figure 3-23 shows the three basic designs that were studied.
Two of these shapes are presented in figures 3-15 and 3-20 (without turning vanes).
The third is specified in FLUENT by connecting the four points with a best-fit third-
order polynomial that is automatically calculated in FLUENT. The left-of-center
point is at 0.15 m from the left end of the regenerator and 0.03 m above the regenerator
face. The right-of-center point is 0.25 m from the left end of the regenerator and 0.07
m above its face.
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Chapter 4
Results For Two-Passage And
Corner-Radii Models
Many of the simulations performed with the two-passage models showed that manu-
facturing tolerances of the sort that were dealt with here have little effect on overall
regenerator efficiency. The corner radii tests showed that larger corner-radii can have
a significant effect on the heat-transfer rate into or out of the fluid.
4.1 Two-Passage Models
The two-passage tests all showed a very weak connection between channel deviations
and overall effectiveness of the two passages. Other factors such as channel aspect
ratio had a more significant impact on overall performance.
4.1.1 Center-Wall Offset Tests
The first tests performed on the square two-passage models were for comparison with
published results of analytical solutions for the frictional characteristics to establish
the modeling techniques [35][34. Some of the cross sections are displayed in figures
3-2, 3-3, 3-4 and 3-5. Figure 4-1 shows the numerical results produced in FLUENT
compared to the analytical results published by Shah and London (1980) [35]. The
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Figure 4-1: Comparison of Numerical Results and Shah and London (1980) Results
for Friction Factor Times Reynolds Number Vs. Channel Deviation
graph plots the friction factor times the Reynolds number against the channel devia-
tion for three nominal aspect ratios of 1, 0.5 and 0.25. The analytical and numerical
results match well for all aspect ratios and show identical trends as the channel
deviation increases. The close agreement between analytical and numerical models
supports the accuracy of numerical techniques employed.
In addition to figure 4-1 a graphical technique was used to confirm the differences
in pressure at the passage inlets. Tests that used an inlet plenum chamber did not
have identical pressures at either the passage inlets or outlets. This was shown to
be due to streamline curvature. When one of the passages is larger than the other,
a disproportionate amount of fluid flows through that passage. Streamline curvature
results from this type of flow situation.
The graphical technique consisted of approximating the radius of curvature of the
streamlines from a FLUENT generated profile of the flow-field. Then equation 2.10
was used to calculate the pressure difference over a given distance. This value was
compared to the numerically generated pressures at those locations. Figure 4-2 shows
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Figure 4-2: Inlet Velocity Profile for a Two-Passage Offset Wall Test. Flow Enters
From Bottom and Splits Into Passages Near the Top
a typical profile for these tests in the inlet region.
The approximate method predicted a pressure difference of 27 Pa and the nu-
merical difference was 38 Pa. These values are of the same order of magnitude and
suggest that the numerical pressure-field calculations are probably accurate. Better
agreement between the two methods is unlikely because of the approximations built
in to the graphical technique such as approximating a constant radius of curvature as
well as the radius itself, assuming constant velocity along the streamline, etc. These
pressure differences are small, on the order of a percent of the total static-pressure
drop through the passage.
Mesh Independence
Several simulations were run with the two-square-passage geometry shown in figure
3-2 using various mesh densities to determine whether the mesh used was fine enough
to provide reliable results.
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Figure 4-3: Mesh Dependence of Effectiveness on Volume Elements in Two-Passage
Square Model
Figure 4-3 shows that although the true effectiveness is not reached until the
number of volume elements is around 200,000 the final effectiveness can be estimated
from simulations using far fewer elements. The scale should also be noted; there is
very little difference in effectiveness over a large range of elements: 0.25% change from
40,000 to 185,000 elements. For most applications it is not necessary to extrapolate
the true effectiveness at all, the estimate obtained by running a simulation with a
mesh density similar to the one with 40,000 elements would provide an adequate
estimate.
The pressure drop was measured at various mesh densities as well. Figure 4-
4 shows the trend and curve fit of points. The change in pressure drop over this
interval is small and the approximation obtained by using a relatively small number
of elements will be adequate in most design situations.
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Figure 4-4: Mesh Dependence of Pressure Drop on Volume Elements in Two-Passage
Square Model
Cooling Tests
In rotary regenerators each passage is cyclicly heated and cooled. Therefore simula-
tions were performed where the walls cooled the fluid instead of heating it. The same
geometries and mass flow rates were used and the same variable property effects were
measured as with the heated cases. Figure 4-5 shows that using variable properties
gives a more conservative estimate of the effectiveness than using constant properties;
the opposite effect that is seen in the heated tests.
4.1.2 Variable Property Effects
When designing or modeling heat exchangers the properties of the working fluids are
typically specified at some average temperature and assumed constant throughout
the heat exchanger. This can potentially lead to errors in calculating effectiveness,
required mass flow rates, pressure drops, etc. The change in effectiveness for each
individual property being specified at the average temperature of the fluid, instead
of being specified according to the appropriate polynomial in section 3.1.2, is shown
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Figure 4-5: Two-Passage Model Variable and Constant Property Comparison With
Fluid Being Cooled
in figures 4-6, 4-7, 4-8 and 4-9
Figures 4-6 and 4-7 show that specifying the density as an incompressible ideal
gas (a Bousinesq approximation) and viscosity according to equation 3.3 do not result
in any appreciable difference in the heat-exchanger effectiveness. Figure 4-8 shows
a slightly lower predicted effectiveness for variable, as opposed to constant, heat
capacitance for the hot-wall tests.
The fluid property that has by far the largest effect on the heat-exchanger ef-
fectiveness is the thermal conductivity. Figure 4-9 shows that a variable thermal
conductivity increases the effectiveness by about 0.4%; this is for the cases with a
nominal aspect ratio of one. This is not a large increase, however, if the deviation
of the effectiveness from unity is measured then the change is 8.1% less defect from
perfect efficiency using a variable thermal conductivity.
The net effect of using all variable properties versus all constant properties is
shown in figure 4-10. The trend of higher predicted effectiveness for variable properties
is dominated by the thermal-conductivity contribution.
All other tests in this study, except the ones presented here, are using variable
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properties. There is little extra expense associated with using variable properties so
that the slightly more accurate results justify using the variable-property method.
Another aspect of property specifications that was investigated was the sensitivity
of the effectiveness to the temperature at which the properties are specified. Two
temperatures were compared, 8000 K and 8300 K. The two-square-passage geometry
with the fluid being heated was used for the comparison shown in figure 4-11
There is virtually no difference in effectiveness between the tests at the two tem-
peratures. The percentage change in 1-e is 0.85%, so there is no significant change.
Some of the other simulations were run at 800' K when the actual mean temper-
ature is closer to 8300 K. No distinction is made in these tests because figure 4-11
demonstrates that any differences are negligible.
All of the simulations with these offset-wall deviations have shown that the heat-
exchanger effectiveness is very insensitive to the wall offset type of non-uniformities.
The aspect ratio of the passages has an order of magnitude larger impact on the
effectiveness than the channel deviation.
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4.1.3 Two-Passage Models With Center-Wall Deviation in
Flow Direction
The simulations performed using geometries similar to that in figure 3-7 showed again
that there is very little change in effectiveness even with large channel deviations.
Figure 4-12 shows that the percentage change in effectiveness for a channel deviation
as large as 0.7 compared to no deviation is about 0.8%. If 1-E is used as an indication
the change is 15%, which is still relatively small given how large the channel deviation
is.
The pressure drop in the individual passages is more sensitive to the channel
deviation and also to the mesh density than is the effectiveness. Figure 4-13 shows
that the passage deviation results in a significantly larger pressure drop in the smaller
passage although it remains approximately constant in the larger passage. This trend
can be explained qualitatively by noting that the smaller channel size means more
streamline-curvature effects on the channel inlet and, to a lesser extent, the outlet.
The streamline curvature creates a slightly higher inlet pressure in the smaller passage;
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while the added mass flow rate to the larger passage and its width expansion that
cause a diffuser-like effect offset the otherwise expected decreased pressure drop.
The inflection points and zero-slopes in the curves in figure 4-13 are related to
the mesh distribution as discussed below and should not be used as any more than a
guideline for the relationship between pressure and channel deviation.
Mesh Independence
The dependence of the effectiveness on the mesh was determined using the geometry
with a normalized deviation of 0.3. Four levels of mesh density were used to record the
effectiveness and pressure drop dependence. Figures 4-14 and 4-15. Unlike the other
mesh independence tests, figure 4-14 shows a slight decrease in effectiveness as the
mesh density increases. The scale should be noted: the change in effectiveness is less
than 0.01% and is therefore negligible. The predicted effectiveness at approximately
100,000 elements, which is the density used for the rest of this set of simulations, can
be considered the true effectiveness.
The pressure-drop to channel-deviation relationship displayed in figure 4-13 shows
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a correlation between the pressure drop and the mesh density in each passage. As the
channel deviation becomes larger, more cells were added to the larger passage so that
the cells at the large passage outlet would not become so large as to give inaccurate
results. A consequence of this is that the mesh at the large passage inlet became
finer as the channel deviation became larger (the channel did not change size at the
inlet, but as more cells were added to one end they had to be added to the other
in the structured meshing scheme that was used). The smaller passage experienced
similar mesh changes: only the number of cells was constant and the volume became
smaller as the channel deviation increased. The mesh was changed when the channel
deviation was 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7. These deviations correspond to sections on the two
curves where the slope changes, suggesting that there is some bias in the pressure
drop because of mesh-density variations. The effect is more pronounced in the large
passage because the number of elements was changed at certain intervals as well as
the mesh-density fluctuation from changing the channel size at every test.
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4.1.4 Center-Wall With Wavy-Deviation Tests
The warped center-wall deviation tests again showed little change in overall effective-
ness for the two passages even with large deviations. Figure 4-16 shows the mass
averaged effectiveness of both channels versus the channel deviation. Note that the
actual effectiveness drop is only 0.96%. The difference between the maximum plotted
deviation and zero deviation if 1-e is measured is 14.7%.
The channel-deviation versus pressure-drop relation is shown in figure 4-17. The
change in mesh density over the range of deviations is similar to the previous cases
where the larger channel has more cells added as the deviations get larger and the
smaller channel has the same number of cells but they are more compact as the
deviation grows.
In contrast to the previous set of tests, the wavy-deviation tests show that the
pressure drop increases significantly in both channels as the deviation grows. Changes
of greater than 4% were recorded for the large passage and up to 6.7% for the small
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passage. An increase in pressure-drop in the small passage is expected. The increase
in pressure-drop in the large passage is due to the nature of the non-uniformity. The
bend in the center wall acts as a diffuser and nozzle in series; they cancel each other
out so to speak. The increase in mass flow through the passage is the cause of the
increased pressure-drop. The changes in the slope of the pressure curves correspond
to the tests where the number of mesh elements were changed. The change in slope
is not large and therefore the dependence of the pressure drop on the mesh density
is less than in the previous tests. This is demonstrated in the next section.
Mesh Independence
Similar to the previous two types of non-uniformities, one of the geometries with wavy
deviations was simulated with various mesh densities to see the impact on effectiveness
and pressure drop. The geometry simulated had a maximum normalized deviation of
0.1. Figure 4-18 shows that the change in effectiveness over the range of mesh sizes
is only 0.1%, essentially negligible.
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Figure 4-19 shows that for more than about 110,000 volume elements the pressure
drop in either passage is approximately constant. That is for the test with a maximum
normalized channel deviation of 0.1.
4.2 Corner-Radii Tests
The single-passage tests with varying corner radii shown in figure 3-9 all have essen-
tially identical effectiveness. It should be noted that the mass flow rate per unit area
in all the tests was held constant, not the total mass flow rate. The lack of variation
in effectiveness between tests suggested the use of overall heat transfer through the
walls as a measure of the performance variation among geometries. Figure 4-20 shows
the heat transferred through the walls as a function of the cross-sectional area of the
model.
The first law calculations plotted in figure 4-20 are based on the temperatures
and pressures calculated in FLUENT and account for flow work. That does not say
anything about whether the temperatures and pressures calculated in FLUENT are
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correct, only that the first law is satisfied. The two extreme cases here are nearly
square cross-section and a nearly circular cross section. The Nusselt numbers for these
cross sections are well established; therefore analytical solutions for the heat transfer
can be obtained. These are also plotted in figure 4-20. The analytical solutions do not
match well because the boundary conditions that the Nusselt numbers are based on
do not hold under these circumstances. An average Nusselt number was obtained and
the heat transfer calculated was based on that average Nusselt number (see section
2.2.2). The analytical prediction of heat-transfer is in the same order of magnitude as
the numerical prediction. This is about as accurate as one can hope to obtain given
that the heat transfer coefficient is based on an approximated Nusselt number and
on the idea of a hydraulic diameter.
The heat flow per unit mass flow through the walls was also plotted against the
cross-sectional area. Figure 4-21 shows that as the cross-sectional shape changes from
almost circular to a square, the heat transfer per unit mass flow rate decreases. This
is not surprising: the heat-transfer coefficient it higher for a circle than for a square
given the same hydraulic diameter and thermal conductivity. The higher heat transfer
per unit mass flow suggests that perhaps circular passages could be implemented in
place of traditional square passages without penalties in heat-exchanger efficiency.
An unexpected anomaly surfaced when attempting to define the hydraulic diam-
eter in these cases. The hydraulic diameter as defined in equation 2.33 rises and then
drops when changing the cross-sectional area as shown in figure 4-22. It is difficult
to rationalize this anomaly; therefore a different hydraulic diameter was used and
compared against the numerical results and other analytical results for pressure drop
calculations in figure 4-23.
The new hydraulic diameter is based on equating the cross-sectional area of the
passage to a circle with equal cross-sectional area and using the diameter of that circle
as the hydraulic diameter of the passage.
The new hydraulic diameter eliminates the drastic predicted increase in pressure
drop that is obtained calculating with a standard hydraulic diameter shown in 4-23.
The trend is similar to the numerically produced trend; however, the accuracy of
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either hydraulic diameter in predicting pressure drop is poor.
Mesh Independence
The heat transferred to the fluid was measured for various numbers of volume elements
to determine how much the mesh density affected the heat transfer. Figure 4-24 shows
that even for 50,000 elements the predicted heat transfer is approximately 97.6% of
the asymptotically approached maximum.
All other corner-radii tests were performed using between 110,000 and 140,000
elements. No extrapolation was done when reporting results of heat transfer because
of the insignificant difference between asymptotic maximum and actual numerical
results using the above listed number of elements.
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Chapter 5
Inlet-Header-Test Results
The simulations of various inlet headers and incident flow show that the header shapes
have a very strong effect on the velocity distribution into the regenerator and its
effectiveness. None of these tests incorporated heat transfer; only pressure-drop and
velocity-distribution data were recorded.
5.1 Incident Flow
The first series of tests was used to determine the effects that incident flow has on the
effectiveness of a single regenerator passage. There is a strong correlation between
the incidence angle and the overall effectiveness as shown in figure 5-1
The higher effectiveness is partially a result of the lower mass flow rate through
the passage as the incidence angle increases. The lower mass flow rate produces a
lower average velocity; therefore the fluid has more time to absorb heat, causing the
outlet temperature and the effectiveness to go up.
The increased effectiveness is more than offset by the lower mass flow rate in the
passage. The result is that the overall heat transferred into the passage decreases
significantly as the incidence angle increases. Figure 5-3 shows that at a 750 angle
the heat transferred to the fluid, given the identical inlet and boundary conditions,
is 27% as much as with no incidence.
These tests can be used to assess the importance of velocity distribution at the re-
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generator inlet face. If the flow is highly skewed or poorly distributed the regenerator
effectiveness will drop dramatically.
5.2 Porous Medium
Modeling the regenerator and inlet header explicitly required too much computing
time. The regenerator was therefore modeled as a porous medium to reduce the mesh
resolution required. The ability of the code to reproduce the expected pressure drop
through the regenerator core via a porous medium was verified with these tests.
Figure 5-4 shows that over the entire range of temperatures that would be en-
countered in a typical regenerator the porous-media model produces a pressure drop
within 3.5% of the analytical value.
Laminar and turbulent flow in the cylinder were simulated to confirm that neither
turbulence or the turbulence model had any effect on the predicted pressure drop in
the porous medium. The pressure results for both sets of tests are shown in figure
5-4.
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The percentage error in the numerical prediction of pressure drop and the analyt-
ical solution for a regenerator with 0.5 mm by 0.5 mm by 75 mm passages is shown
in figure 5-5. At lower temperatures the difference is negligible. All inlet header
tests were performed with a constant temperature of 5250 K. At this temperature the
pressure predictions are essentially identical.
5.3 Inlet-Header and Regenerator Tests
Tests that involved the modeling of the regenerator and the inlet header show that
the shape of the header significantly affects the pressure drop in the header and the
velocity distribution into the regenerator core.
5.3.1 Width Comparison
The high number of volume elements required for these simulations and the large
number of simulations performed meant that any method of reducing the amount of
header and regenerator that was modeled saved a significant amount of time. One of
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the most obvious methods was to reduce the width of the models. Initially the models
were 0.2 m deep in the direction transverse to the flow. In the profiles displayed in
Chapter 3 this is the direction into the page. This depth was chosen so that all
turbulent eddies would be of a smaller length scale than the smallest dimension of
the regenerator and would therefore not be truncated by modeling too small of a
section. Another test was performed with a width of 0.1 m under otherwise identical
conditions. Both tests have a header shape as displayed in figure 3-14. The pressure
and z-velocity distributions at the regenerator inlet are shown in figures 5-6 and 5-7.
The pressure and z-velocity profiles are identical for both widths. The 0.2 m width
test has a large enough width to account for even the largest eddies; therefore, the
0.1 m width was considered adequate and was used for most subsequent simulations.
The values at 0.5 m show a disturbance in the trend over the inlet face. This is due
to the proximity of the wall and also the turning of the flow as it rounds the edge of
the wall, creating a small, one cell width, area of recirculation. The effect is observed
in all graphs of the regenerator face and does not affect the
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5.3.2 Mesh Independence
The smaller width that was used for mesh independence testing allowed for a much
finer mesh to be used. The header shape that was chosen for this comparison is the
same as was used for the width comparison, figure 3-14. Three mesh densities were
compared; the velocity and pressure distributions are shown in figures 5-8 and 5-9.
The coarsest mesh is that used for the width comparison and consists of approximately
110,000 cells. The finest mesh has approximately 316,000 cells. The smallest mesh
dimension in the inlet header in either case is 0.002 m; the Kolmogorov length scale
is on the order of 1i06 m (see Appendix A). Resolution to the Kolmogorov-micro-
scale is not exceptionally important in this study because changes in z-velocity and
pressure that will result from very small turbulent eddies will not alter the average
flow and pressure distributions significantly.
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5.3.3 Turbulence Models
The accuracy with which turbulence models can reproduce pressure and velocity fields
is always in question. Many studies have been conducted to ascertain what models are
most appropriate for different geometries and flow conditions. The complex geome-
tries that are being simulated in this study mean that there are no direct comparisons
among models in the literature with similar geometries. There are comparisons of k-E
turbulence models with similar flow conditions and also some experimental evidence
that can be used to compare against the turbulence model results.
The header shape that was used for turbulence model comparisons is in figure 3-14.
The RNG and realizable k-E models have been shown to be more accurate than the
standard k-c model when simulating recirculating or in high shear flows under certain
circumstances [39] [9]. It is not clear whether this necessarily means that under the
circumstances that are imposed in this study that any of the three turbulence models
has a clear advantage. Simulations were performed in this study to determine whether
the type of k-e model was important in determining the flow distribution. Figures
5-11 and 5-10 show the pressure and z-velocity distributions into the regenerator face
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for the three different k-c models.
The turbulence models all show very similar distributions. The differences among
models become larger the farther from the inlet the measurement is. The RNG and
realizable models agree more closely than either do with the standard k-f model. The
largest pressure difference between the RNG and realizable models is 2.5% and the
largest pressure difference among the three is between the standard and realizable
models and is 8.9% of the total static pressure at that location. The maximum differ-
ences in velocity between the realizable and RNG models is 2.4% and the maximum
overall difference is between the standard and realizable models at 3.6%. When the
difference in pressure from one end of the regenerator to the other is considered, the
differences between models can be seen to be unimportant.
The agreement between models cannot be generalized. Shih et. al [39] have shown
that in certain rotating flows, such as the classical backward-facing step, the realizable
model predicts pressure and friction coefficients more accurately than the standard
model. Speziale and Thangham [9] have shown in a similar backward-facing-step
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situation that the RNG k-e model predicts reattachment within 5% of experimental
values compared to 12% for the standard model. Results such as these have prompted
the use of either the RNG or the realizable models in this study.
There have been some experiments relating inlet header shapes to flow distribution
as well. Kutchey and Julien [20] showed that increasing the slope of the header from
a relatively flat slope with a sharp increase in slope near the center of the regenerator
(equivalent to the left side in all geometries modeled in this study) to a continuous
steeper slope can result in a better flow distribution into the regenerator.
Kohler [24] also experimented with altering the header shape to obtain a more
uniform velocity distribution into the air-side of the regenerator. He found that
a header shape roughly similar to the s-shaped header in figure 3-23 resulted in the
most uniform flow distribution. There are several reasons that his findings may not be
completely trustworthy. He does not give any detailed information about the header,
inlet-pipe dimensions, mass-flow rate or temperatures. This lack of information makes
it difficult to reproduce his results or be able to account for the difference between
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his experimental results and the numerical ones in this study.
5.3.4 Aspect Ratio
The aspect ratio of the regenerator and header can vary significantly. There is little
information on how this can affect the flow distribution, if at all, or whether larger or
smaller aspect ratios are more common in practice. Neither Kutchey and Julien [20]
or Kohler [24] provided any information on the relative size of the regenerator to the
header.
The geometry in figure 3-14 was chosen to test how the different aspect ratios
impacted the flow distribution. Figures 5-12 and 5-13 show the velocity and pressure
distribution along the regenerator inlet. The trends do not change with the different
aspect ratios; rather the feature sizes are reduced proportionally. The low-velocity
area to the right of the graph is indicative of the recirculation that occurs as the
flow turns through the inlet pipe into the header. As the header becomes shorter this
feature is simply reduced in width, not in magnitude. The points with zero velocity in
the middle of figure 5-12 are the values at the wall, where a no-slip boundary condition
is enforced. A similar trend is seen with the pressure graphs. This is important
because it demonstrates that the basic shape of the header is more dominant than
the actual dimensions. Therefore the same shape of header can be used in heat
exchangers of different sizes with similar results.
5.3.5 Variable Pressure Drop in Regenerator Core
This far only a single representative pressure drop has been assigned in the regenerator
core. This nominal pressure drop has been based on passages that are 0.5 mm by 0.5
mm by 75 mm. Not all regenerators will have these passage dimensions. It is therefore
helpful to the designer to be able to predict the flow distribution into the core with
different pressure-drop coefficients (for details about assigning these coefficients see
section 2.1.3). The tests performed with the geometry in figure 3-21 and varying
pressure-drop coefficients are shown in figures 5-14 and 5-15.
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Figure 5-13: Pressure Comparison at Regenerator Inlet for Different Aspect Ratios
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Figure 5-14 is a profile of the velocity distribution for the various pressure-drop
coefficients in the regenerator core. The velocities are negative because the flow is
down through the regenerator and in the model that was used the positive direction is
up. The more even the velocity distribution is the higher the pressure drop through
the regenerator must be. The maximum difference in specified pressure drop is a
factor of three, from 2000 Pa to 6000 Pa.
Figure 5-15 plots the maximum and minimum velocity for each curve in figure
5-14 against the pressure drop in a regenerator passage for a velocity of 10.5 m/s
through the passage. This is the pressure drop that would occur in the regenerator,
under the given conditions, if the flow was uniformly distributed. The trend shows
that between 7000 and 9000 Pa pressure drop the maximum and minimum velocities
will be approximately 10.5 m/s, yielding essentially uniform flow. For a pressure drop
as low as 2000 Pa the difference between the maximum and minimum velocities is
50% of the minimum velocity. Therefore the pressure drop through the regenerator
core has a very large impact on the flow distribution.
5.3.6 Turning Vanes
One of the major causes of the flow maldistribution in the previous tests is the fact
that the flow must make a sharp 1800 turn to pass through the regenerator. This
requires too large of a pressure gradient and therefore separation occurs at the very
right-hand side of the regenerator core. This can be noticed in all velocity and pressure
graphs because the velocity drops off sharply in this region and the pressure is lower
due to the recirculation that occurs. The two methods that were studied to remedy
this, reducing the angle of the turn and adding turning vanes, produced similar results.
In both types of simulations the velocity distribution was significantly improved over
similar geometries that did not have these modifications.
The tests with varying angles for the incoming flow are represented by figure 3-17.
The velocity and pressure distributions are presented in figures 5-16 and 5-17. The
900 angle refers to the case with the flow coming in horizontally at the inlet and the
00 case refers to the flow being vertical at the inlet. This angle produces significant
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Figure 5-16: Z-Velocity Comparison at Regenerator Inlet for Various Flow Inlet An-
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changes in the flow distribution. The most important feature is the disappearance of
the recirculation as the angle increases. The recirculation is the major disruption in
the flow across the regenerator; eliminating this is essential to obtaining a uniform
distribution. These tests show that one way of accomplishing that is to have the flow
enter the inlet horizontally.
Another method of eliminating recirculation is to add turning vanes into the quar-
ter turn before the flow enters the header. Two methods were studied: with and
without a settling length after the turn. The settling length will ensure that no up-
ward momentum of the flow will enter the header from the inlet turn, but is costly
in terms of space and manufacturing. The more economical approach is to install
turning vanes only into the turn itself. The no-settling-length approach provides an
almost identical flow distribution to the settling-length tests as shown in figures 5-19
and 5-20.
Figure 5-18 shows the surfaces that are labeled as inlet stations zero through three
in figure 5-19. The flow initially enters the model on the lower right-hand side at inlet
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Figure 5-17: Pressure Comparison at Regenerator Inlet for Various Flow Inlet Angles
0. Moving counter-clockwise the inlets are 1, 2 and 3. Figure 5-19shows the average
static pressure on each face for both the settling-length and no-settling-length tests.
The pressures are almost identical in either case; the largest difference is at inlet 0
and is only 0.8% of the pressure in the no-settling-length test. The pressure drop
that occurs from inlet 0 to 1 is due to the boundary-layer growth along the inlet
pipe. The pressure drop from inlet 1 to 2 is much greater because of the multiple
passages between turning vanes. This results in a much higher percentage of the flow
area being occupied by boundary layers and hence a much higher pressure drop. The
pressure recovery from inlet 2 to 3 is a result of the header acting like a diffuser. The
average velocity entering the domain is about 42 m/s; the average velocity entering
the regenerator at inlet 3 is 10.5 m/s. The loss of dynamic head contributes to the
recovery in static pressure.
Figure 5-20 shows the velocity profile at the regenerator inlet, or inlet 3. The
profiles are very similar, with the no-settling-length test having an average of 0.285
m/s, or 2.5%, higher velocity than the settling-length test. The two profiles begin to
differ at the upwind side of the regenerator face. The no-settling-length test shows a
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Figure 5-18: Profile Highlighting Inlet Stations for Pressure Comparison Between
Settling-Length and No-Settling-Length Tests
sharp increase in the downward velocity, suggesting that there might be some sort of
recirculation still occurring albeit on a smaller scale than in other simulations.
The settling-length method was compared to the identical inlet-header-shape test
without turning vanes or a reduced inlet angle. The results shown in figures 5-21 and
5-22 emphasize the improvements in flow distribution that can be achieved through
adding turning vanes.
The two methods were compared with each other, using the test with a settling
length to compare to the 900 inlet test. Figures 5-23 and 5-24 demonstrate that the
two methods produce approximately equal flow distributions.
5.3.7 Inlet-Header Shapes
The contour of the header itself is an important factor in determining flow distribu-
tion. There were two types of comparisons with different header contours. The first
was to pick a contour and make slight variations; the second is to pick significantly
different contours and compare them.
The geometry that was used for comparison of small differences was that in figure
3-22. The velocity and pressure distributions are shown in figures 5-25 and 5-26.
As the space between the contour and the regenerator face becomes larger a sharp
increase in velocity forms. This increase in velocity is due to the increase in size of the
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Figure 5-25: Z-Velocity Comparison for Tests with Slight Changes in Header Contour
vortex at the regenerator face. As the vortex grows, which it does as the header moves
farther up, it "pinches" off the flow above. The flow then is essentially turned into a
jet impinging on the surface of the regenerator. The change in curvature of the header
contour also makes the jet impinge more directly on the regenerator inlet rather than
the more oblique impingement for the lower-height cases. These impingement effects
can be ascertained by the spike in velocity in figure 5-25. The velocity profiles in the
model for the two extreme cases in figure 5-25 are shown in figures 5-27 and 5-28.
In figures 5-27 and 5-28 the recirculation vortex and the impingement of the "jet"
on the regenerator are clear.
Even though the effect of the recirculation is magnified by the changes in header
contour, the overall flow distribution follows a consistent pattern. That pattern is
determined by the general form of the header contour more than its specific dimen-
sions.
The comparisons between generally different header shapes revealed that there
is a significant change in flow distribution when varying the contours. Figures 5-29
and 5-30 show the velocity and pressure distributions for the four different contours
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tested.
The most even distribution is from the geometry with a circular arc contour. Two
of the geometries are similar to ones that Kohler [24] experimented with. He found
the opposite in terms of flow distribution. The s-shaped contours he found to give
a fairly even flow distribution. The contour with the largest area he found to give a
poor distribution. Some of the differences between this study and his are discussed
earlier in this section. Kutchey and Julien [20] used a header that was roughly similar
to the header that in this comparison has the most even distribution; they also found
this to provide improved distribution over a header somewhat similar to the one with
the largest area underneath in this figure.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
This study used numerical simulations using FLUENT to analyze the effect of manu-
facturing inaccuracies and inlet-header design on heat-exchanger effectiveness. Three
basic models were simulated:
" two-passage model with center wall deviation;
" single-passage model with corner roundoff;
* section of heat-exchanger core with inlet header
The single and two-passage models added heat through the walls to the fluid; the
inlet-header design models added no heat transfer and instead provided a profile of
the flow distribution into the regenerator core.
6.1 Two-Passage Models
The two-passage models showed that even large deviations had little effect on the
mass-averaged effectiveness of the passages. Three different aspect ratios with center-
wall offsets were compared to the results of Shah and London [11] with good accu-
racy to establish the numerical modeling technique. The nominally square-passage
tests were selected and modified with a center-wall offset deviation, a deviation that
changed along the flow direction and also a center-wall wavy deviation. These tests
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all had walls that heated the fluid, variable properties and constant overall, fully
developed mass flow.
The net effect on a cyclical heat exchanger of variable properties as opposed to
properties at bulk average temperature is negligible. Variable-property effects were
quantified by simulating the nominally square-passage tests with offset center walls
with properties specified at the average bulk fluid temperature. These tests were
compared to the tests with variable properties. Specification of variable properties
showed that, when heating the fluid, having variable properties resulted in a slightly
higher effectiveness. When cooling the fluid the variable properties gave a slightly
lower effectiveness.
Modeling passages that cooled the fluid resulted in the same small changes in
effectiveness for large deviations. The opposite wall temperature conditions were
imposed on the model for the nominally-square, two-passage geometry and the same
trends in effectiveness vs. channel deviation were observed as with the heated cases.
Future Work
Future work with these tests should be focused on extending the range of non-
uniformities, modeling more passages and varying the boundary conditions. There
are other types of non-uniformities that might arise while manufacturing ceramic-
heat-exchanger cores. For example surface roughness or gas bubbles, possibly burst,
could form during the cooling process with varying frequency. These could form in
addition to other non-uniformities. Modeling multiple uniformities simultaneously
was not undertaken in this study. More work in this area might show that a simple
superposition of the effects does not adequately reflect actual behavior.
Modeling more passages would be useful because different frequencies and mag-
nitudes of non-uniformities could be modeled together in a range of ratios rather
than 1:1. This would also be helpful in evaluating the impact of non-uniformities on
each other. Modeling dozens or hundreds of passages is also more realistic than just
two. The edge effects could be minimized whereas, when modeling two passages, edge
effects on the incoming flow (i.e. the adjustment of pressures at the passage inlets
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by the plenum chamber walls) could be significant. Simulating a model of a large
number of passages could also result in modeling the turbulent flow into the passages
and could tie into the inlet-header-design study as well.
Applying different boundary conditions such as the wall temperature and altering
the mass flow rate need to studied. The wall temperature was set based on a typical
rotary-regenerator temperature distribution. If a particular system has different op-
erating temperatures this could change whether any manufacturing inaccuracies have
a large impact on the effectiveness. Using constant wall temperatures or different
temperature gradients along the passage length should be studied so that a more gen-
eralized recommendation on the effects non-uniformities can be formed. One method
of accomplishing this would be to use a time-dependent model that incorporates the
heat capacitance of the walls and both the heating and cooling cycles as in a rotary
regenerator. Less a priori knowledge is required to simulate this system and therefore
artificial boundary conditions that can alter the flow and heat-transfer characteristics
could be minimized. The drawback to this is the computational power required; this
was far beyond the available capacity for these simulations.
The mass-flow rate into the tubes should be varied. The current mass flow rate was
chosen so that the average velocity was comparable to a typical rotary regenerator.
Some of the tests on the incidence effect indicated that a lower mass flow rate could
reduce the change in effectiveness; similarly, a higher mass flow rate could exacerbate
the effect.
6.2 Corner-Radii Tests
The single-passage models with rounded corners showed that changing the corner
radius had little impact on the effectiveness given the somewhat artificial constant
mass flow per unit area into the passage. The walls were heated with a constant
temperature gradient along the passage length (0.075 m). The passage cross-section
was nominally square with corner radii that varied between tests such that the cross-
section changed from almost square to essentially circular with several test in between.
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The heat transferred to the fluid, in contrast to the effectiveness, was decreased by
21.7% from the square cross-section to the circular one. If the excess mass flow
that cannot flow into the smaller, more circular passages can be accommodated by
neighboring tubes, then the same amount of heat will still be transferred to or from
the heat-exchanger walls. If this is the situation, rounded corners do not inhibit the
efficiency of a heat exchanger.
The pressure drop, when increasing the corner radius, increased by 9% from the
square to the circular cross sections. The hydraulic-diameter concept was found to
be inadequate for characterizing these cross-sections and it led to wildly inaccurate
pressure-drop predictions for the nearly-square cross-sections. The theoretical pre-
diction for the pressure drop through the square tube was overestimated by 30%.
The theoretical pressure drop decreased as the corner radius increased in a fashion
that mimicked the almost sinusoidal trend of the hydraulic diameter, which in itself
is counterintuitive.
Future Work
In addition to the future work mentioned in the two-passage-model section, more
work needs to be done in determining how to allow the code to determine the change
in mass flow into a passage due to the corner size and allowing for different numbers
and sizes of corner radii.
The mass-flow rate into the passages was arbitrarily set so that the mass flow per
unit area was constant. This assumption is justified only if the excess fluid can be
channelled into other passages with minimal pressure changes. If more passages were
modeled with an inlet plenum chamber, the changes in mass flow from one corner-
radius size to another would be determined from the equations of motion, not by the
user.
The number of corners with roundoff and the size of the roundoff are not neces-
sarily equal in reality. Changing the presence of one or more rounded corners and
using multiple radii in a given test could provide a more detailed understanding of
how this can affect the heat-exchanger efficiency.
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6.3 Inlet-Header Tests
The inlet-header tests consisted of a slice of a heat exchanger with the flow coming
from one side, being turned by the inlet header and forced through the exchanger
core. No heat transfer was added; only the flow and pressure distributions into the
regenerator were recorded. The results of the many simulations suggest the following:
" The basic header contour has a large impact on the flow and pressure distri-
butions across the heat-exchanger face. The most even flow was achieved by a
900 turn at the header inlet with a straight-line contour with a slope of approx-
imately -1/8 to the other end of the header followed by another 90' turn.
Other shapes that had been showed to have produced better flow distribution
by Kohler [59] did not produce as desirable a distribution in these simulations.
The discrepancy could be due to the modeling of only a slice of heat exchanger,
different mass flow rates or different relative dimensions of the core and header.
It is difficult to tell because Kohler does not give the details of the flow rate
and dimensions of his experiments.
" Small variations in the header contour make relatively little difference in the
flow distribution. Several tests with the circular-arc contour showed that if the
header was tweaked slightly but still had the same general shape the flow was
approximately unchanged.
" The aspect ratio of the core and header has little effect on the flow distribution.
Simulations that changed the aspect ratio of the core and header showed the
same type of flow maldistributions, only stretched or compressed relative to a
shorter or longer core, respectively.
* The angle of the inlet flow has a large effect on the flow distribution. Simulations
that varied the angle of the inlet flow from the vertical to the horizontal showed
that the area of recirculation near the edge of the core disappeared as the angle
that the flow had to turn was reduced. A similar effect to horizontal inlet flow
was achieved by implementing turning vanes in the first 90' turn. Turning
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vanes are attractive because often there are dimensional constraints that could
prevent a horizontal incoming flow. Using turning vanes requires no redesign
of the piping and regenerator location or size; a header without turning vanes
could simply be replaced with a model including turning vanes and thereby
create a more uniform flow distribution with minimal effort.
e The pressure drop through the heat-exchanger core has a significant effect on
the flow distribution. As the pressure drop through the core increases it forces
the flow to be more evenly distributed. This can be utilized in conjunction with
header contour and turning vanes to achieve the most uniform flow possible.
Having a higher pressure drop in the compressed-air side of a rotary regenerator
generally doesn't interfere with the system design. However, introducing a
higher pressure drop in the exhaust gas side could be more problematic. The
exhaust gas is exposed to atmospheric pressure at the heat-exchanger outlet.
Therefore altering the pressure drop through the core requires changing the
pressure at which the exhaust leaves the engine, reducing the engine efficiency.
This limits the use of adjusting core pressure drop arbitrarily to the compressed-
air side in a gas-turbine heat exchanger.
Future Work
More effort in the area of header design and simulation should be in the area of a
more accurate, three-dimensional model of the header. Modeling a thin slice of a
regenerator is faster computationally, but curvature of the regenerator and header
most likely create somewhat different flow distributions than those modeled here.
The trends seen here can probably be generalized but the specific flow patterns could
possibly change significantly when a more-accurate three-dimensional model is used.
Heat transfer was not modeled here because of the use of the porous medium to
represent the regenerator core. Modeling all the passages would allow for a more
detailed look at the inlet conditions for each passage, allow for wall heat transfer
to be modeled and also enable passage non-uniformities to be incorporated into the
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simulation.
More header shapes need to be modeled. The contours used here are only repre-
sentative of the header designs that exist and perhaps others can also yield acceptable
flow distributions given the proper conditions.
The outlet headers have not been modeled in these simulations. The outlet condi-
tions were specified as a uniform-pressure at the core outlet. This might not hold true
for all outlet headers. The outlet headers can also be used to vary the effective pres-
sure drop through the core rather than changing passage dimensions, but quantifying
these effects would require additional research.
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Appendix A
Fluid Modeling Calculations
Incompressible Ideal-Gas Model
All simulations used variable properties except for the constant-property tests used
to quantify the differences in effectiveness between the two methods. In the variable-
property method, the density was specified according to what FLUENT calls an
incompressible ideal-gas
Pambient (A.1)
RT
This approximation to the ideal-gas model is simpler computationally because the
ambient pressure is specified by the user and is a constant that does not have to be
calculated and adjusted locally as with the ideal-gas model. The term incompressible
is somewhat misleading, it does not imply that the density is constant, only that
ambient pressure is used in lieu of local pressure. Using the incompressible ideal-gas
approximation can be justified if the internal pressure does not change much from
ambient (atmospheric) pressure. In this case the difference in density compared to
an ideal gas specification is minimal.
In many of the simulations performed in this study the gauge pressure can be as
high as 50% above ambient pressure. It was decided to use the incompressible ideal-
gas method regardless because of the computational expense that was saved. The
objective of these simulations was not so much to have the precise efficiencies that
would be observed in reality, but rather to quantify differences between these tests.
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Since all tests used the incompressible ideal-gas method, they all have the same bias
and hence it will not affect the comparisons.
Kolmogorov Length Scale
The inlet header tests used turbulence models to solve for the flow field. The reso-
lution of the mesh was not sufficient to capture the Kolmogorov length scale of the
turbulence. The Kolmogorove scale is the smallest length scale of turbulence that is
encountered in a flow. It is calculated as follows [48]
e. V 3/4 V/4(A2Ak V'3/ 4  (A.2)
where V is the average velocity and L is the characteristic length scale of the flow
geometry. The length scale of the flow geometry is the hydraulic diameter of the
passage, 0.13 m for the header tests, and the average velocity varied from 42 m/s to
70 m/s depending on the aspect ratio of the header. The kinematic viscosity of air at
atmospheric pressure and 525'K is 42.18e-6 m 2 /sec. This gives a Kolmogorov length
scale in the range of
le - 6m < A,< 32e - 5m (A.3)
The smallest mesh dimension in the inlet header simulations was 2e-3 m. The compu-
tational expense of resolving the flow down to the Kolmogorov scale was prohibitive.
Since the average flow distribution was the desired feature for these simulations, the
Kolmogorov scale was deemed not important enough to justify the extra time.
Incompressibility Calculations
Modeling the streamline-curvature effects on the two-passage model inlet pressures
utilized an assumption of incompressibility. Assuming incompressibility of a fluid is
considered acceptable if the Mach number is below 0.3. The speed of sound in an
ideal gas is given by
c= VyRT (A.4)
where -y is equal to 1.4 for a diatomic gas, R is the gas constant equal to 287m 2 /s 2 K
for air and T is the temperature of the gas in degrees Kelvin, approximately 525'K.
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The speed of sound at the two-passage model inlets is
c = /1.4 . 287 - 525 = 459.3m/s (A.5)
The Mach number is defined as
V
Ma= - (A.6)
C
In these simulations the typical velocity, v, is 10 m/s. The Mach number is therefore
10
Ma = =.218 (A.7)
459.3
justifying the incompressible-fluid assumption.
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Appendix B
Entrance and Exit Loss Coefficients
The entrance and exit pressure-loss coefficients for a multiple-square-tube heat ex-
changer core with abrupt-contraction entrance abrupt-expansion exit taken from Kays
and London [38]. The coefficients used in equation 2.1 to predict the pressure-drop
through the tubes analytically were obtained from this figure.
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Figure B-1: Entrance and Exit Pressure-Loss Coefficients from Kays and London [49]
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Appendix C
Reynolds-Number Calculations
The flow regime in the two-passage and the rounded-corner simulations was treated
as laminar, while the inlet header tests were modeled as turbulent.
The laminar cases all averaged 10 m/s over the entire inlet. For configurations
with large deviations, a disproportionate amount of the fluid flowed through the large
chamber, raising the Re number in the large passage and lowering it in the smaller
passage. The Reynolds number is so low that there is no turbulence present even in
these large deviation cases. The inlet properties of air at atmospheric pressure and
525'K are:
p = 0.665kg/m 3
p = 279e - 7kg/ms
The outlet properties of air at atmospheric pressure and 1150'K are:
p = 0.3034kg/m 3
p = 472e - 7kg/ms
The range of Re numbers for a square-passage is
32 < ReDh < 119 (C.1)
Clearly even with a larger hydraulic diameter as with a rectangular or square
cross-section with corner rounding there is no turbulence at all in these passages.
The inlet header tests were all simulated at 525'K. The properties are the same
as listed above with a characteristic length at the inlet of 0.075 m. The velocity at
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the inlet varies with the aspect ratio from 42 m/s to 70 m/s. This gives a range of
Re at the inlet of
75,080 < ReLCh < 125, 134 (C.2)
The turbulent assumption is therefore justified.
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Appendix D
Square Vs. Rectangular
Cross-Sections
Traditional heat-exchanger cores, whether deep-fold metallic or ceramic, have used
rectangular passage cross-sections. In this study the square has been used as the
standard cross-section. This is because the square yields higher overall convective
heat transfer given equal outside dimensions as other aspect ratios. Table D.1 shows
the Nusselt number for fully developed flow from [49] and the overall heat transfer
coefficient calculated at 525'K for passages with equal outside surface areas. The
1:1 aspect ratio includes four passages to equal the outside surface area of one 8:1
aspect ratio passage, and/or two 4:1 passages. All passages are 0.05 m long. This
comparison was chosen so that if a given minimum dimension, d, is determined,
perhaps for manufacturing reasons, each set of passages could fit into the same space
if the wall thicknesses are neglected. The square passages clearly provide better heat
transfer and are used as the base cross-section for the majority of tests in this study.
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Table D.1: Overall Heat-Transfer Coefficients for Square and Rectangular Cross-
Section Passages
Aspect Ratio 1:1 4:1 8:1
NUH 3.61 5.33 6.49
Dh (short dim.: d=5e-4 m) d M Ld
h 305.4 - 281.8 -- 308.8
mK mK mK
hAT 0.122k1 0.07k! 0.069kw
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